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his usual sense of humour     "They like a little scandal now
and then "
He made this concession to Barbier, an ugly-tempered and
intolerant man, who, for some unknown reason, had taken
a dislike to him He suspected that it was Barbier who
reported certain disorderly episodes in the history class to
the Director One of Barbier's nephews happened to be in
the senior class This lad must have told his uncle about
an incident between Val&ie and Bourdin
They had had an argument about the French Revolution
Bourdin had expressed great admiration for Marat     Young
Valerie remembered  that one of his  ancestors  had been
guillotined in Paris, and this praise of Marat annoyed him
extremely
He was worse than Lenin, he told Bourdin hotly
Young Bourdin said that Marat was the forerunner of
Lenin, and the apostle of Liberty
"He was a dirty murderer," said Val&ie "What you
call Liberty as the tyranny of the beast mind, the envy of
superior intelligence, hatred of culture, and class jealousy
seeking revenge "
Bourdin used an objectionable word of contempt, and
young Val&ie slapped him across the mouth with the back
of his hand They started fighting, until Armand pulled
them apart, and dressed them down with such sarcasm that
they both looked shamefaced
"How can we ever hope to get civilized,** asked Armand,
*if two historical scholars go for each other like anthropoid
apes ? Vaterie, my child, you weren t well brought up, in
spite of your distinguished ancestry One doesnt argue
with one s fists Plato didn't walk about with a whip or a
bludgeon He had a genial way with him He was patient
even with folly As for you, Bourdin, I must say you looked
extremely like the caricature I did of you the other day as a
Neohthic cave-man You're a disgrace to this class You've
dragged it down to the level of a Insfro "

